Discover family-friendly Amsterdam! From museums suitable for kids to active playgrounds and from playful canal tours to restaurants with a tasty menu for children, this itinerary is specially created for an enjoyable day with the family.

8am until 9.30am: Breakfast at Jansz.
Start your day with a bountiful breakfast at Jansz. Delicious pancakes, croissants fresh out of the oven or when you can’t choose... a hearty American Breakfast. When you’ve satisfied your appetite, take your bags and coats and get ready for the beautiful day ahead!

Walk to Westerkerk (± 1 minute), take tram 14 to Alexanderplein (± 15 minutes) and walk to Tropenmuseum (± 5 minutes)

10am until 12 pm: Tropenmuseum
Enjoy a museum that is all about people and world cultures. It lets you explore the finest treasures and stories from around the world. See, touch, experience and play in Tropenmuseum Junior where the kids learn to open their eyes and to be inspired.

Walk to le van Swindenstraat (± 3 minutes), take tram 9 to Mr. Visserplein (± 5 minutes) and walk to MOOK Pancakes (± 3 minutes)

12pm until 1.30pm: Restaurant MOOK Pancakes
Time for pancakes; Dutch deliciousness you cannot miss during your trip in Amsterdam. Opt for sweet or savory, or perhaps you favor ‘poffertjes’, a smaller, fluffier version?

Walk to ARTIS Zoo (± 10 minutes)

1.30pm until 5pm: Artis Zoo
Discover nature right in the middle of the city center of Amsterdam. Stroll among shady trees, admire a diversity of plants and animals and enjoy our heritage in the oldest zoo of the Netherlands.

Walk to Alexanderplein (± 2 minutes), take tram 10 to Rozengracht (± 2 minutes) and walk to restaurant Moeders (± 2 minutes)
6pm until out of hunger: Restaurant Moeders
What better way to end your day exploring the city than with a typical Dutch meal? Curious to try some ‘boerenkool’? Or do you prefer a ‘stroofpotje’? Fun fact: the name literally means ‘mothers’, and you’ll see why as soon as you step inside!

Walk to Rozengracht (± 3 minutes) and take tram 17 to Westerkerk (± 2 minutes)

Evening: back at Pulitzer Amsterdam
It has been a fun filled day in Amsterdam. At least, we hope so! Time to spend some time at your own leisure and enjoy a relaxed evening at Pulitzer Amsterdam. Fancy a drink or want to play a game? Go to Pulitzer’s Bar to end this memorable day in style!

Transportation
Amsterdam is a beautiful city to walk through, but to be time efficient, a tram is the best way to take you from place to place. You can buy a public transport Day Ticket with a special rate for children between 4 and 11. Or would you like to travel like a local? We offer bike rental! Ask our concierges for more information.
Discover family-friendly Amsterdam! From museums suitable for kids to active playgrounds and from playful canal tours to restaurants with a tasty menu for children, this itinerary is specially created for an enjoyable (full) day with the family.

8am until 9am: Breakfast at Jansz.
Start your day with a bountiful breakfast at Jansz. Delicious pancakes, croissants fresh out of the oven or when you can’t choose... a hearty American Breakfast. When you’ve satisfied your appetite, take your bags and coats and get ready for the beautiful day ahead!

Walk to Westerkerk (± 1 minute) and take tram 14 to Bilderdijkstraat/Kinkerstraat (± 5 minutes) and transit to tram 3 from Kinkerstraat to Museumplein (± 15 minutes)

9.30am until 12pm: Kids Tour Van Gogh or Rijksmuseum
Who said art was boring for kids? Not us! Both the Van Gogh Museum and the Rijksmuseum offer fun & interactive tours and activities for the entire family.

Walk to Rijksmuseum (± 2 minutes) and take tram 2 to Cornelis Schuytstraat (± 5 minutes) and walk to Restaurant Groot Melkhuis (± 10 minutes)

12.30pm until 1.30pm: Restaurant Groot Melkhuis
Lunch time! And one simply cannot visit the Netherlands without trying a typical Dutch pancake. Basically, fluffy goodness on a plate. And where better to savor one than in Amsterdam’s most popular park?

1.30pm until 3pm: Vondelpark
With your tummies filled, embark on a scenic stroll through the park, rent inline skates or let your children play at the Vondelpark playground while you take a moment to relax for yourself.

Walk to Blue Boat Company (± 10 minutes)

3.30pm until 5pm: Kids Canal Tour
From toddlers to teenagers and adults, seeing Amsterdam by boat is a must. Your kids will be entertained with the Kids Canal Tour, while you can enjoy the same cruise with an adult audio. Ask our concierges to make a reservation to be sure of your seats on the boat.

Walk to Spiegelgracht (± 3 minutes) and take tram 10 to Rozengracht (± 5 minutes)
6pm until out of hunger: Restaurant Moeders
What better way to end your day exploring the city than with a typical Dutch meal? Curious to try some ‘boerenkool’? Or do you prefer a ‘stoofpotje’? Fun fact: the name is literally means ‘mothers’, and you’ll see why as soon as you step inside!

Walk to Rozengracht (± 3 minutes) and take tram 17 to Westerkerk (± 2 minutes)

Evening: back at Pulitzer Amsterdam
It has been a full filled day in Amsterdam. At least, we hope so! Time to spend some time at your own leisure and enjoy a relaxed evening at Pulitzer Amsterdam. Fancy a drink or want to play a game? Go to Pulitzer’s Bar to end this memorable day in style!

Transportation
Amsterdam is a beautiful city to walk through, but to be time efficient, a tram is the best way to take you from place to place. You can buy a public transport Day Ticket with a special rate for children between 4 and 11. Or would you like to travel like a local? We offer bike rental! Ask our concierges for more information.
Discover family-friendly Amsterdam! From museums suitable for kids to active playgrounds and from playful canal tours to restaurants with a tasty menu for children, this itinerary is specially created for an enjoyable (half) day with the family.

8am until 9am: Breakfast at Jansz.
Start your day with a bountiful breakfast at Jansz. Delicious pancakes, croissants fresh out of the oven or when you can’t choose... a hearty American Breakfast. When you’ve satisfied your appetite, take your bags and coats and get ready for the beautiful day ahead!

Walk to Westerkerk (± 1 minute), take tram 13 or 17 to Amsterdam Central Station (± 10 minutes) and walk to Museum Nemo (± 10 minutes)

9.30am until 11.30am: Museum Nemo
Suitable for all ages, Nemo’s mission is to bring science and technology closer to the public in an interactive and accessible way.

Walk to restaurant Pancakes (± 15 minutes)

12pm until out of hunger: Restaurant Pancakes
Time for pancakes; Dutch deliciousness you cannot miss during your trip in Amsterdam. Opt for sweet or savory, or perhaps you favor ‘poffertjes’, a smaller, fluffier version?

Walk to Amsterdam Central Station (± 5 minutes) and take tram 13 or 17 to Westerkerk (± 10 minutes)

Afternoon: Back at Pulitzer Amsterdam
Still got time to spare? Stroll along the quirky Nine Streets with vintage and designer shopping, cosy cafes and specialty stores. Or how about a board game with the family in our Games Corner, situated next to the bar? Or let the children free in our Play Garden as you enjoy a glass of wine in Pause.
Transportation
Amsterdam is a beautiful city to walk through, but to be time efficient, a tram is the best way to take you from place to place. You can buy a public transport Day Ticket with a special rate for children between 4 and 11. Or would you like to travel like a local? We offer bike rental! Ask our concierges for more information.